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There have always been self-employed workers in the construction industry. Craftsmen in particular are often self-employed workers. Approximately 16% of workers are self-employed today, according to “Employment in Europe 2008”. The level of self-employed workers is even higher in some countries, such as Greece (37%), Poland (27%), Cyprus (25%), Italy (27%), and Romania (32%).

The distinction between self-employed workers and employees has important fiscal, social and economic consequences:

- Self-employed workers work under their own professional responsibility and therefore do not work under the authority of the main contractor;
- The method of payment of taxes and social security contributions differs between self-employed workers and employees;
- Some working conditions (wages, working time, rest periods, ...) governed by collective agreements or by specific legislative, administrative and regulatory provisions are not applicable to self-employed workers;
- As a consequence, relatively extended social protection (e.g. in case of temporary employment, occupational accidents, early retirement ...) is more restricted for self-employed workers.

During recent years, labour inspectors, tax inspectors and social partners have noted an increase in self-employed workers in the construction industry. In fact, some countries have chosen to promote self-employment as a driving force for their economic development and therefore easily grant self-employed status to workers.

This increase is also partly due to organizational and economic developments in the construction sector. The main company becomes more and more a ‘user’ and is surrounded by a constellation of companies and self-employed workers with whom they have flexible relations of a purely business character. This development has lead to an increase in “dependent self-employment” or “dependent outsourcing”. This economic dependence on one employer blurs the distinction between self-employed and employee status.

Apart from discussions at national levels, the phenomenon of self-employment has also received attention at the European level. In 2002, the European Commission commissioned a study on economically dependent work/ parasubordinate (quasi-subordinate) work. This report was discussed by the European Parliament on 19 June 2003 in a public hearing.

In 2003, the Council also adopted a Recommendation concerning improvement in health and safety protection at work for self-employed workers (2003/134/EC).

In its resolution on the application of the Posting of Workers Directive, dated 26/10/2006, the European Parliament made a number of clear statements on the issue of self-employment and bogus self-employment.

Finally, various cases at the European Court of Justice are a very important source of information. This research examines the ways in which self-employment and bogus self-employment are characterised in the EU Member States, in line with the interpretation of the ECJ.
Based on this evidence, the European Social Partners for the construction industry (the FIEC and the EFBWW) have decided to analyse the legal, regulatory, administrative, organizational and practical aspects of self-employment and bogus self-employment in the construction industry. The survey - which was co-financed by the European Commission - examined the positive impact of genuine self-employment on the labour market and also looked at the measures which have been developed to prevent, detect and sanction bogus “self-employed”, as well as their impact. This research was conducted in 11 countries: Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Spain, Germany, Sweden, Poland, Romania, Great Britain, Ireland and Italy.

The overall comparative analysis has been made available in German, English and French (Part1). A summary of the various national reports is published separately, in English only, and is available as an Appendix to the comparative analysis (Part 2). Those who wish to consult the complete original national reports can download them from the EFBWW (www.efbww.org) or FIEC (www.fiec.eu) websites.

With this research the European Social Partners for the construction industry (the EFBWW and FIEC) are aligning their discussions with ongoing EU discussions. Finding a balance between promoting genuine self-employment and the free movement of services, and combating bogus self-employment and the exploitation of EU legal loopholes, is an essential dialogue to which the EFBWW and FIEC is committed, with the aim of developing a common approach for the benefit of a long term sustainable construction industry. The joint conclusions and recommendations of the EFBWW and the FIEC on self-employment and bogus self-employment in the construction industry will be made available as an Appendix to the comparative analysis.

The outcome of this extensive research would not have been possible without numerous contributions from national experts and contact persons interviewed, (officials, employers, workers, …), who provided valuable input based on their direct practical experience “on the ground”.

Finally a word of gratitude should be given to the steering group members. Without their perseverance and valuable contributions, the study would not have been achieved.

Werner Buelen

Program manager
During recent years, the European labour market has experienced some fundamental changes, particularly with regard to a growing flexibility and fragmentation and “casualisation” of employment, with employers relying more and more on outsourcing and downsizing and moreover a highly “casualised” workforce. The times when workers were used to having a full time permanent employment relationship with their employer are in the past, and have been replaced with atypical employment situations made possible by the development of a wide range of new types of worker (and employment contract), all contributing to the growing pan-European labour market. For different social or economic reasons, employers are relying more and more on employees from other companies provided on the basis of service agreements, by outsourcing what are often major company tasks or hiring self-employed personnel. Traditional hierarchic structures, where the employer effectively controls how the work is done, are more and more unlikely and now it is readily accepted that many of the quality control issues are actually handled by “employees” from different companies. In addition the ownership of equipment and the hiring of staff is increasingly handed over to other entities, with the staff being usually employed by global employment companies. There is an obvious co-sharing of control, as was the case for example with temporary employment agencies. Quite often, in these triangular employment relationships both parties perform some of the functions of the traditional employer, making it often difficult to establish who exactly the real employer is. The relationship between the user company, the service-provider and the latter’s personnel, is complex. It can indeed not be ignored that the changing labour market and the growth of practices such as outsourcing and contracting out, has meant that employers are increasingly interested in hiring workers with a non-traditional labour relationship. The appearance of new forms of employment may at a some stage have definitely contributed to the growing flexibility and

1 Interchangeable with other nationalities

“Today, three people have been arrested under suspicion that they have not paid or paid an insufficient amount of income tax and social security contributions. The persons involved are the two owners and the accountant of an interim employment agency. Through this interim agency, Polish workers were being hired as self-employed labour, when in actual fact they were working as employees. The interim agency paid at least € 200,000,00 less income tax and social security contributions than there were expected to. The Polish workers believed that the interim agency had paid all due income tax and the social security contributions.”

Newspaper, the Netherlands, 3 October 2008
“casualisation” of the labour market, yet it has also led to a growing number of workers with an unclear employment status who are therefore outside the scope of protection normally associated with a traditional employment relationship. The possibility of outsourcing and subcontracting part of the production process, often motivated by cost reduction strategies, has set the stage for a whole range of contracts that do not comply with the classical model. Deregulation has also made it extremely easy to sign up as a self-employed person. A few minutes are all that’s needed to fill in the few forms.

The accession of the new Central and Eastern European states into the European Union and more significantly the fact that unlike the free movement of workers, the free movement of services was already applicable to these countries from the initial accession date of 1 May 2004, has further increased this recourse to these new forms of labour, sometimes associated with instances of social dumping. The application of the free movement of services has led to a situation where more and more people become or act as “self-employed” not only to circumvent access restrictions to foreign labour markets, but also to avoid the implementation of minimum social standards and conditions in the host country. In these situations, the self-employed of today are no longer individual entrepreneurs, highly qualified workers, but rather a vulnerable part of the workforces, devoid of all necessary social protection and exploited by employers, who rely on their services primarily to reduce the social costs and to avoid the application of many legal social provisions. A trend can thus be noticed, where more and more people rely on workers with “self-employed” status and subordinate employment decreases. This is certainly the case in the construction sector, a sector where the proportion of self-employed is considerably higher than elsewhere. As well as the self-employed, the number of workers posted abroad and temporary workers from abroad is also on the increase. All these new forms of employment have increased the role of the labour supplier.

The growing recourse to all these new forms of workers, leads to a situation where the difference between traditional employee-employer relationship, legally termed “subordination” and self-employment becomes more and more blurred.

An employer who resorts to self-employed workers instead of salaried employees can sometimes avoid paying considerable social and tax contributions and circumvent other labour obligations. But very often, these so-called self-employed workers an employer relies on, happen in fact to be “disguised” employees. These “bogus self-employed” are people who to the outside world behave themselves as employed, although they are registered as self-employed. Bogus self-employment is to all intents and purposes identical to subordinate employment, yet disguised as autonomous work, usually in order to reduce labour costs, for tax reasons and to avoid payment of high social security contributions. “Disguised employees” not only have a lesser degree of protection compared to subordinate employees, the fact that a lower level of contributions is paid, may also undermine the stability of the social

---

3 Cremers, J., Self-employed and the free provision of services, Presentation, CLR-coordinator, AIAS-Amsterdam, Vilnius - 7 June 2007, p. 7
security systems together with all actions of solidarity.

Making a clear distinction between subordinate employment and self-employment is therefore very important. In all the legal systems of the European Union there is a dichotomy between the concepts of employed person on the one hand and self-employed person on the other. There is a traditional binary divide regulating the performance of work, with every legal system starting out from the presumption that one is either a worker or self-employed. This clear distinction is also important as it is used as a basis for defining the benefits and advantages and more in general, the legal status of the persons concerned. In essence, both national labour and social security systems are built upon these two concepts.

This study’s objective is to compare how several Member States of the European community define self-employment status and how they (attempt to) tackle the problem of bogus self-employment. This comparative exercise is based on Expert reports answering a series of questions on self-employment and bogus self-employment.

Given the number of Member States analysed and the scope of the matter in hand, our analysis cannot hope to be fully exhaustive. However this comparative analysis provides an opportunity to see how this fundamental issue for the stability of our social security systems is currently being dealt with at Member State level. Our analysis is based on the Member States which have handed in a report to this end i.e.: Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Ireland, Romania, Poland and Sweden and they all take into consideration the situation in 2008.

Before looking at a comparative analysis of the national reports, we first want to see how this problem is dealt with on a European level.
Most of the member states recognize a dual classification or binary divide within the concept of “labour relations”: workers on the one hand and self-employed on the other. In essence, both national labour and social security law systems are built upon those two concepts.

The question arises whether (social) European law itself is acquainted with this important division, with regard to the application of the rights and liberties, as laid down in the Treaty. In particular, it should be assessed whether (1) both primary and secondary Community law yield any textual or legal definitions, and (2) how these notions - if there are any - should be interpreted. Furthermore, it could be interesting to single out any tendencies concerning the demarcation between workers and the self-employed, and the level of social protection granted to both categories.

Definition and description within primary Community law

Free movement of workers

Both article 39 and 42 EC cite the term “workers”. The Treaty itself excludes any employment in the public service from this concept. Apart from that, one reaches the conclusion that the Treaty lacks a positive definition. In either way, only natural persons can fall into the scope of article 39 EC (and not moral persons, in contrast with the articles related to free service provision).

From the very beginning, the European Court of Justice (hereafter: “ECJ”) determined the exact scope of this phrase, stating that this concept has a community meaning, referring to all those who, as such and in whatever way, are covered by the different national systems of social security.

In general, a “worker” is defined as a person who, for a certain period of time, performs services for and under the direction of another person in return for which he receives remuneration. Consequently, four elements are relevant: (1) the performance of services, (2) a certain timeframe, (3) the performance of work under the direction of another person, and (4) the necessity of a remuneration.

4 Leaving aside government officials (civil or public servants).
5 Art. 39, 4th EC.
The ECJ particularly seems to emphasize the part “under the direction of another person” as an essential feature of the employment relationship. The bond of subordination appears to be the most important element by which one may distinguish “workers” from the “self-employed”. The national court must base its examination on objective criteria and make an overall assessment of all the circumstances of the case relating to the nature both of the activities concerned and of the employment relationship at issue.

Furthermore, the ECJ stresses that the pursued activities should be “real and genuine, with the exclusion of activities undertaken on such a small scale as to be regarded as purely marginal and ancillary or accessory”. This does mean not however, that short term employment in itself, would be automatically excluded from the scope of article 39 EC.

The Community concept of the worker does not necessarily match legal descriptions, found in the legislation of many Member States. Moreover, neither the sui generis nature of the employment relationship under national law, nor the level of productivity of the person concerned, the origin of the funds from which the remuneration is paid or the limited amount of the remuneration can have any consequence in determining whether or not the person is a worker for the purposes of Community law.

Summing up, one may note that the Court’s interpretation of “workers” and “activity as an employed person” regarding the free movement of workers, covers a large range of employment relationships, and is independent of national definitions. It is certain that it cannot be interpreted narrowly. The Court made it clear that this rather broad EC-based interpretation is necessary in order to ensure that the benefits of the Treaty are granted to certain categories of persons.

**Right of establishment and free service provision**

The personal field of application of articles 43, 44, 2° and 47 EC is marked as “self-employed”, which in the Dutch version of the Treaty for example - is described in a negative manner: “other than paid/salaried employment”. Taking into consideration the broad definition of “workers”, as honed by case law, the self-employed are perhaps considered a residual category. This is somehow reflected in the Treaty terminology seeing as the more generic term “activities (as self-employed)” is used.

The self-employed, unlike workers, can be both natural and moral persons; the Treaty refers to them as “nationals”. As for workers, activities connected to the exercise of official authority, are not included in the concept of “self-employment.”

As stated above, the ECJ confirmed that “any activity which a person performs outside a relationship of subordination must be classified as an activity pursued in a self-employed capacity for the purposes of article 43 EC”. This implies that, in order to make a proper distinction between the workers (art. 39 EC), the presence or absence of a relationship of subordination is significant. However, where a preliminary ruling is called for (art. 234 EC) only national courts are competent to decide...
whether a person is either a worker or self-employed person. Within this framework, the ECJ provides some “guidelines”, in order to direct the national courts. An (economic) activity, pursued by a self-employed person, falls under the scope of the right of establishment if it is carried out by the person providing the services (1) outside any relationship of subordination concerning the choice of that activity, working conditions and conditions of remuneration, (2) under that person’s own responsibility, and (3) in return for remuneration paid to that person directly and in full.

The Court already ruled, for example, that the director of a company of which he is the sole shareholder does not carry out his activities in the context of a relationship of subordination, and so he is to be treated not as a “worker” within the meaning of article 39 EC but as pursuing an activity as a self-employed person within the meaning of article 43.

Article 49 EC, on the other hand, provides an accurate description of service provision (carried out by - self-employed - nationals of a Member State). It incorporates any service (mostly activities of an industrial or commercial nature, craftsmen and (liberal) professions), normally rendered in return for remuneration. The definition of an (independent) service provider could thus be described as “any natural person who is a national of a Member State, or any legal person as defined in article 48 EC and established in a Member State, who offers or provides a service”.

---


17 ECJ C-268/99, Aldona Malgorzata Jany and others v. Staatssecretaris voor Justitie, 2001. Note that this case concerns a preliminary ruling related to the interpretation of the Europe Agreement establishing an association between the European Communities and their Member States, on the one part, and the Republic of Poland and the Czech Republic, on the other part. This does not however affect the relevance of the judgement for the purposes of interpreting art. 43 EC.


Article 141, first paragraph EC also mentions the notion of (male and female) “workers”. Further, this article refers to common concepts such as “employment and occupation” and “job”.

The ECJ stressed that the term “worker” within article 141 EC should be judged on its own merits. Since there is no single definition in Community law, it varies according to the area in which the definition is to be applied20. Either way, the phrase “worker” used in article 141 EC cannot be defined by reference to the legislation of the Member States but has a meaning specific to the Community. Moreover, it cannot be interpreted restrictively21.

The interpretation of “worker” within the legal framework provided by article 141 EC is nonetheless almost completely based on the case law related to the free movement of workers. A worker is seen as a person who, for a certain period of time, performs services for and under the direction of another person in return for which he receives remuneration22. It is clear from this definition that the authors of the Treaty did not intend that the term “worker”, within the meaning of article 141 EC, should include independent providers of services who are not in a subordinate relationship with the person who receives the services23.

The question whether such a relationship exists must be answered in each particular case bearing in mind all the factors and circumstances which determine the relationship between the parties. The formal classification of a self-employed person under national law does not exclude the possibility that a person may be classified as a worker within the meaning of article 141 EC if his independence is merely notional, thereby disguising a subordinate employment relationship within the meaning of that article24.

It is somehow remarkable that the Court - within the scope of article 141 EC - explicitly gives precedence to the facts, more than the formal (written) qualification inter parties of an employment relationship.

Characterization within secondary Community law

Article 1 of Regulation 1408/71\textsuperscript{25} designed to coordinate social security matters for migrant workers, defines the concepts of employed and self-employed persons very broadly and doesn’t make reference to general national definitions. It refers to any person who is insured, compulsorily or on an optional continued basis, for one or more of the contingencies covered by the branches of a social security scheme for employed or self-employed persons or by a special scheme for civil servants. Furthermore, according to article 2 of the Directive 96/71\textsuperscript{26} relating to the posting of employed persons, the definition of worker shall be that used in the Member State to which the worker is posted, for the purpose of the directive.

One last remark: a few provisions within the Social Policy Chapter of the Treaty\textsuperscript{27} also refer to the notion “worker”\textsuperscript{28}. Of course, the interpretation of this term is interwoven with the concepts adopted by secondary Community law (definitions throughout various regulations, directives, etc.)\textsuperscript{29}.

Tendencies

Although both primary and secondary Community law recognize the basic distinction between workers and self-employed, economic and social reality have tended somehow to draw the two statutes\textsuperscript{30} together and to grant the same level of (social) protection, irrespective of the person’s legal position.

This trend can be traced back to several EU texts.

It may be mentioned that even non-binding norms and political instruments aim for social equality, regardless of professional statute. An example of this kind of soft law is the Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers, the introduction of which reads: “[...].” Whereas its aim is on the other hand to declare solemnly that the implementation of the Single European Act must take full account of the social dimension of the Community and that it is necessary in this context to ensure at appropriate levels the development of the social rights of workers of the European Community, especially employed workers and self-employed persons [...].” Moreover, the Charter addresses “any worker”, in “every profession or occupation”\textsuperscript{31}.

Even in positive legal texts, there is a clear tendency to abolish the distinction between employed and self-employed persons, and simply refer to a broad category (“persons carrying out work”)\textsuperscript{32}.

\textsuperscript{25} Council Regulation 1408/71/EEC on the application of social security schemes to employed persons, to self-employed persons and to members of their families moving within the Community, OJ L 149, 5 July 1971, 2 (hereafter briefly cited as “Regulation 1408/71/EEC”).
\textsuperscript{27} Title XI EC.
\textsuperscript{28} See in particular art. 137, 1, a), c), d), e) and f) EC.
\textsuperscript{29} Supra, subtitle “3. Characterization within secondary Community law”.
\textsuperscript{31} Art. 2 Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers.
One example may be found in the European legislation concerning equal treatment, which covers “members of the working population, including self-employed persons”.

Another example are the rules governing the organisation of the working time of persons performing mobile road transport activities. Directive 2002/15/EC refers to the (broad) category of “persons performing mobile road transport activities”, which covers mobile workers, as well as self-employed drivers. The purpose of the Directive - to establish minimum requirements with regard to the organization of working time in order to improve the health and safety protection for persons performing mobile road transport activities, to improve road safety and rectify distortions of competition conditions - need not depend on the question whether a mobile worker is either employed or self-employed. Nevertheless, the ECJ recalled that self-employed drivers and employed ones are not in the same situation, when it comes to the organization of their working time. The former must, in addition to activities directly linked to road transport, take on general administrative work which does not concern the latter.

Where the co-ordination of national social security schemes is concerned, Regulation 1408/71/EEC nowadays covers both employed and self-employed persons, as a result of a historical process.

35 See art. 3, d), e) and f) Directive 2002/15/EC.
36 ECJ C-184/02 and C-223/02, Kingdom of Spain and Republic of Finland v. European parliament and Council of the European Union, 2004, consideration nr. 65.
37 Supra, subtitle “3. Characterization within secondary Community law”.
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Bogus-self-employment: The comparative overview

The demarcation between direct employment/genuine self-employed and genuine self-employment/bogus self-employment

The dual classification that exists within the context of labour relations between subordinate workers and the self-employed in the member states of the European Union is a cornerstone of labour and social security law. We must then address the fundamental question of how today subordinate employment and self-employment are defined and which techniques or methods are used to distinguish them.

Different tendencies can be noticed in this regard. While in some countries, no statutory definition of these concepts is envisaged, in other member states the statutory definition is provided only for direct employment, while there are a few countries which provide a statutory definition of both concepts.

The fact that a clear definition is provided, either through legislation or case law, should however not be overestimated, as it does not follow that those countries that have a definition, have a more clear-cut distinction between employment and self-employment.

It would seem likely that countries dependant on common law would not have a specific definition. But even in this instance, the lack of a statutory definition does not automatically imply the absence of any related statutory provisions. In Ireland for example all employees are protected by the Terms of Employment (Information) Act, which includes the obligation to provide a written statement of the terms of employment as well as mandatory notification of any changes in the details set down in the latter statement.

France is in an intermediate position. On the one hand the definition of direct employment is defined quite concisely through case law, but on the other hand, direct employment is also present in the Labour Code which defines the subordinate employer-employee relationship, one of the primary elements that determine direct employment status, and it also provides a description of the concept of self-employment.

Some countries only define the concept of direct employment. In the Netherlands, the Civil Code defines a labour contract as: “the contract through which one of the parties, the employee, commits himself to another party, the employer, to work in return for remuneration for a specific period of time”.
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Different tendencies can be noticed in this regard. While in some countries, no statutory definition of these concepts is envisaged, in other member states the statutory definition is provided only for direct employment, while there are a few countries which provide a statutory definition of both concepts.

The fact that a clear definition is provided, either through legislation or case law, should however not be overestimated, as it does not follow that those countries that have a definition, have a more clear-cut distinction between employment and self-employment.

It would seem likely that countries dependant on common law would not have a specific definition. But even in this instance, the lack of a statutory definition does not automatically imply the absence of any related statutory provisions. In Ireland for example all employees are protected by the Terms of Employment (Information) Act, which includes the obligation to provide a written statement of the terms of employment as well as mandatory notification of any changes in the details set down in the latter statement.

France is in an intermediate position. On the one hand the definition of direct employment is defined quite concisely through case law, but on the other hand, direct employment is also present in the Labour Code which defines the subordinate employer-employee relationship, one of the primary elements that determine direct employment status, and it also provides a description of the concept of self-employment.

Some countries only define the concept of direct employment. In the Netherlands, the Civil Code defines a labour contract as: “the contract through which one of the parties, the employee, commits himself to another party, the employer, to work in return for remuneration for a specific period of time”.
There is no statutory definition of the concept of self-employment, the self-employed being described as a person who is not an employee.

In the United Kingdom, the binary distinction between both statuses is historically based on the distinction between the “contract of services” and the “contract for services”. This was consolidated in the National Insurance Act of 1946 that aligned both the fiscal and the legal definitions of employment.

Other countries, however, have defined both concepts. For instance, the Italian Civil Code defines an employee as an individual, serving under the control and the instructions of an employer, who receives a salary to perform his/her duties. The self-employed is an individual performing his/her activities without being under the control and the instructions of an employer.

The Swedish report describes the essential criteria that determine an employment relationship in legislation, regulations or case law as follows: salary, subordination to the employer, fixed schedule, using the employer’s tools, social benefits paid in part by the employer, being entitled to a number of rights set out in the collective agreement (annual leave, medical leave,...), representation by trade unions and support for redundancy periods. Registration with the tax authorities is the determining criterion for being considered as a self-employed worker. Without registration a person is considered to be working illegally. Other important criteria are: planning of one’s own work, own equipment and tools, less extensive subordination, risk taking, working for more than one contractor.

Finally, in Belgium, the Framework Law of 27 December 2006 defines the concept of employee as “a person, who commits to an employment agreement, in exchange for a wage, under the authority of another party, the employer, to perform work”. The self-employed person is “a person, who practises an employment activity outside the authority of an employer and who is not committed to a statute”. According to this law, four criteria are important in establishing the difference between self-employed persons and employees:

1) The will of the parties as expressed in the agreement, when this corresponds to the reality or in other words, when this corresponds to the concrete execution of the employment agreement;
2) The freedom of organization of working time;
3) The freedom to organize the work;
4) The possibility of establishing hierarchical control.

In several countries, an indirect definition can be established. In Spain, a definition can be drawn from the scope of application of the Spanish Workers’ Statute according to which an employment contract will be presumed “if a person (the worker) freely and individually, renders a service to another party (a company, an employer or an entrepreneur), for which this person is paid. This person will work as an employee, under the employer’s guidance and management”. Self-employment is defined as an economic professional activity carried out on a regular basis, individually and directly by a person, without being affected by somebody else’s management or guidance.

38 Art. 2094 of the Italian Civil Code. See Report Italy, p. 5.
39 It should be noted that the Sweden report mentions the different criteria as being developed by legislation, regulations and case-law without drawing a clear line of the sources of these criteria.
In Rumania, the individual labour contract is: “a contract according to which a natural entity, called employee, undertakes to perform work for and under the authority of an employer, who is a natural or legal entity, in exchange for payment, termed salary”.

As far as genuine self-employment is concerned, the Polish Freedom of Business Activity Act and the Personal Income Tax Act define the notion of “business activity” which includes that the self-employed is entirely responsible for the services provided, the business activity is not performed under the management or in a place and at a time indicated by the client, and the self-employed takes on the economic risk linked to his/her services.

Since a statutory definition is rarely provided, the definition and the demarcation of both concepts were developed by case-law through the use of tests aimed at distinguishing between the direct employment and self-employment status based on objective criteria. In this regard case law often extends the concept of subordinate employment to include people that traditionally do not fulfil the criterion of judicial subordination, but who are in one way or another dependent on someone else’s business.

This is naturally the case for the common law countries such as Ireland or the U.K. The example of the UK is particularly significant since four overlapping tests can be taken into consideration with none taking precedence over the other:

1) **The test of control** (i.e. duty to obey orders, discretion on hours of work, supervision of mode of working);

2) **The test of integration** (i.e. the fact that the person is part of an employing organization or not, subject to disciplinary or grievance procedures, inclusion in occupational benefit schemes);

3) **The test of economic reality** (i.e. method of payment, freedom to hire others, providing of own equipment, investing in own business, method of tax payment, coverage of sick pay and holiday pay, taking of financial risks in order to make profits or suffer losses);

4) **The mutuality of obligation** (i.e. duration of employment, regularity of employment/re-engagement, right to refuse to work, customary to the trade).

Due to the existence of these different tests, legal classification has become a difficult task. Whereas the first three tests rather point in the direction of the employment status, the last one points in the direction of the self-employment status. Observers notice that these four tests in actual fact create increasing complexity and uncertainty. In addition, the demarcation between both statuses must always be based on a case by case approach and consequently no general rule may be stated.

But these tests are also well established in member states that do not follow the common law system such as Italy, Spain, France, Belgium or the Netherlands, all member states where the legislation provides a definition for these concepts. The broad character and the lack of precision in the legislation often require courts to complete the existing statutory definitions. It should be noted that these types of tests are also used in Romania and Sweden.

---

40 In Ireland, since there is no legal definition of both statuses, the case law also developed a body of characteristics of a direct employment relationship (controlled in one’s work, fixed wage, no equipment, no financial risk, fixed hours, subsistence and travel paid, only supply of labour, etc.) but also factors for a self-employment (own one’s business, financial risks, responsibility for management, control over the work, supply of materials, agreement on the price for the job, etc.).

41 In Italy, the courts apply various forms of tests with factors related to (i) integration into the employer’s business and the relevant employer control, (ii) duration of relationship, (iii) work scheduling and the relevant employer control, (iv) location of work, (v) skill level and self determination, (vi) freedom to work for other employers, (vii) investment and business, (viii) if the worker has employees.

42 In Spain the factors of direct employment are the voluntarily acceptance of the work, respect of working hours agreed on the contract, risks borne by the employer, tools provided by the employer, holidays agreed on both parties according to the collective agreement.

43 In France, the employment relationship implies three characteristics: the performing of labour for a third person, the payment of wage, the subordination relationship. Regarding self-employment: the most important criterion is the absence of subordination. Judges will usually see if the employment contracts criterion are met to distinguish an employment contract from a self-employment contract.
The impact of Regulation and deregulation in this field

Bogus self-employment is disguised employment. The phenomenon of bogus self-employment is not described as such in national legislation.

Indirect references to this status can however be found. For example, the Italian legal system sets forth a variety of rules concerning bogus self-employment. Italian Law also defines “semi-dependent employment” as “disguised work.”45 This lack of clarity lead some commentators to conclude that bogus self-employment refers to a status that might appear ambiguous, i.e. although the worker is self employed, the job performed seems to classify him/her in an intermediate category between employee and self-employed worker. Another example is Ireland, where national law does not mention “bogus self employment” but the Tax system and the national agreement mention it indirectly by stipulating what is an abuse of a typical self-employment/services relationship.

Since 1997, French law uses the category of “concealed labour” which encompasses two types of situations:

- **The concealment of activity** i.e. when profit-oriented activities are run in such a manner that they intentionally breach tax or social legislation;

- **The concealment of an employment relationship**, which encompasses bogus self-employment.

In France, bogus self-employment is considered as genuine self-employment until the contract has been re determined as an employment contract. Therefore, if the self-employed worker is in a state of subordination, the instigator of the contract can be prosecuted for concealed employment and the contract will have to be drawn up afresh as an employment contract.

One of the main issues leading to bogus self-employment is that in almost all countries, hardly any formalities have to be fulfilled to set up as a self-employed worker and thus it is easy to start to perform self-employed activities. Furthermore, the forms of bogus self-employment have gradually become more and more sophisticated. In Spain, bogus self-employment can take the form of civil societies or worker cooperatives which, under the semblance of independent work, in reality involve employment contracts. In Italy, a typical example is a “single-firm” worker with a VAT number, who is exclusively working for a single business concern. In other countries as well bogus-self-employment takes the shape of one-person businesses. In the Netherlands the discussion mainly focuses on situations of self-employed workers without subordinate staff that present the following characteristics: they have no staff, they have one or more persons to whom they are answerable, the work they do is normally performed by employees, the work is carried out on assignment only, they rarely if ever have their own work premises, they are responsible for their own activities, the payment is on a per task basis and there is no regular remuneration. When these people

---

44 But it should be noted that these criteria are not based on case-law in Sweden but on the basis of the trade union officials’ observations when using their right of information on the sub-contractors.

45 In France, it is referred to as a “grey zone”.

---
depend very closely on one or more persons, they can be seen to be bogus self-employed.

In Sweden, in the construction sector, it takes the form of individual persons holding an F-tax certificate which is the simplest way of being self-employed.

In Germany a specific case of abuse of the status of self-employment became apparent in the last years (so-called Wir-AG, Ich-AG with several persons). There are increasing examples of cases in which a “head” and numerous unskilled or poorly skilled workers of new member states present themselves as a GbR (Gesellschaft bürgerlichen Rechts) or similar foreign company constellation without the necessary precondition for the formation of such a company being met. In such cases it is to be checked whether the employees do actually act in a partner status or whether there exists a de facto employer-employee relationship between the person concerned and the German or foreign “head” of company. With the registration of trade of a GbR there is no check whether this constellation is a real GbR with partners or a company with employees.

In Belgium, there are two main forms of bogus self-employment in the construction industry: an employee with a bogus additional self-employed activity (the employee performs the same activities for the same person, both as an employee and as a self-employed worker as additional activity) and within the structure of a Cooperative Company with limited responsibility. In Ireland, we come across four different types of (bogus) self-employment: the self employment partnership, individual self-employment, within limited companies and joint ventures. One of the latest and most sophisticated forms of bogus self employment encountered in many countries is work procured via intermediaries (see below).

Combating bogus self-employment deals with the question of how to correctly assess and legally classify employment using the tools provided by legislation or prescribed by case law. How does the judge expose bogus-self-employment and classify it as employment? A preliminary question that needs to be solved is to what extent parties may qualify their own relationship and whether the judge may reconsider this qualification and if so what limitations to this action are there?

Although generally speaking parties are completely free to arrange their contractual relations within the limitations imposed by law in the end the question is whether the intention of the parties or the factual situation is predominant in defining the labour relation. In Poland the will of both parties is decisive, and the Court must respect it. This implies that if both parties wish to be involved in a self-employment relationship, then the case presented by the National Labour Inspectorate representative will be dismissed. In France on the contrary, the recognition of a direct employment situation depends neither “on the will expressed by both parties” nor on “the name given to the agreement” but only on “the factual conditions under which the service is supplied by the worker”. The same conclusion can be drawn for Germany where the way the relationship in a contract is concluded has no bearing on how the distinction is made. It is
rather a question of the exact nature of work and how it is actually carried out.

In the Netherlands too the factual situation seems to prevail although the national courts interpret it slightly differently. For the Supreme Court the factual situation prevails, but the Court will only look at the factual performance when uncertainty exists as to whom a contract is drawn up between, and not when the labour contract is clear from the outset. The Courts of Appeal however pay more attention to the factual situation of the labour agreement than to the agreements between or intentions of the parties.

In Belgium, the situation lies somewhere in the middle seeing as the will of the parties is decisive so long as services rendered correspond to the purpose of the contract.

Which elements and criteria are currently considered as conclusive in establishing the nature of an employment situation? In most the countries, case law is very revealing in this respect.

In Spain, the following criteria are taken into consideration: fixed working hours, holidays, leave and other days off, use of the company’s technical means by the worker and guidance and monitoring of the worker’s job by the company. Similar indicators can be found in Italy (e.g. subordination, ownership or not of the tools used to perform the activities), as in Sweden. But in Italy, attention will also be paid to the type of job performed, as the performance of “low-skill jobs” is likely to imply the presence of bogus self-employment while self-employment is generally linked to certain kind of jobs, particularly the more specialised or qualified (floor layer, tiller, etc.).

In Ireland, the following issues are assessed: does the worker own the business; are they exposed to financial risks, are they financially responsible for faulty or substandard work carried out under the terms of the contract; are they responsible for the investments and management of the enterprise; do they have the opportunity to profit from sound management in the scheduling and performance of activities and tasks; do they have control over what is done, how it is done and whether he/she does it personally; are they free to hire other people, on their own terms, to do the stipulated tasks; can they provide the same services to more than one person or business at the same time; who provides the materials for the job; who provides the necessary equipment and machinery for the job, other than the small tools of the trade or equipment which in an overall context would not be an indicator of a person in business on their own account...

According to German case law the distinguishing criterion between an independent activity and dependent employment, is the degree of personal dependency of the self-employed. Certain criteria may in this respect indicate dependent employment instead of self-employment, i.e. if no typical indicators of entrepreneurial behaviour is recognisable e.g.: no entrepreneurial risk, no entrepreneurial initiative and no discretion to take entrepreneurial decisions; no activity on market in entrepreneurial capacity; no own permanent establishment; no disposal of own labour; no obligation to procure work materials, no capital employed and no autonomous decision-making in terms of acquiring goods, recruiting staff, deploying capital and equipment.

46 It should be noted that these criteria are not based on case-law in Sweden.
In the Netherlands, the Courts consider the following as elements that would seem to indicate self-employment: that the persons were not paid during the days when they were ill, they bought the products/materials themselves, they also worked using their own equipment and protection and they worked for different clients.

Belgium is rather particular since after years of discussion before the Courts, the Law of 26 December 2006 defines four specific criteria to be used to distinguish the self-employed status and the employment status: the will of the parties as expressed in the agreement as long as it corresponds to the reality, the freedom of organisation of the working time and work, and hierarchic control.

In the numerous tests described above, we may notice that some criteria prevail: subordination, independence regarding working time and work schedule, responsibility and the risks assumed by the worker, the use of one’s own tools, and the fact that one works for several clients.

An interesting legislative pronouncement in the Netherlands that has considerably facilitated the answer to the question over the distinction between a self-employed worker and an employee is the Employment Relationship Declaration (VAR). This declaration is a statement concerning the self-employed worker’s status from a fiscal point of view that has to be delivered on request to the Tax Service. The delivery of a declaration of employment relationship (VAR) is viewed by the Tax Office as well as by the competent social security institutions for labour insurance coverage (UWV) as a confirmation that activities are performed as an independent worker exercising his business or profession. The evaluation in concreto of the employment relationship is therefore no longer of any importance. The criteria applied for the delivering of this Employment Relationship Declaration (VAR) are established by law and further developed by case law. The following are considered as essential criteria for independent entrepreneurship: the responsibility for the organization of the activities involved; the duration of the activities; the capital involved in the activities; the possibility of debtors’ risk; that the works is performed for one or more clients; the extent to which the worker is dependent on one client; the extent to which the person can take their own initiative in the fields of purchasing, of increasing the profit, advertising etc. and the fact that the person concerned does not have to perform the work personally.
Looking at the number of employees and self-employed working in the construction sector, we may notice two opposite tendencies.

In some countries, there are many more self-employed workers than employed persons:

◆ This is the case for the Netherlands where the construction sector has a large amount of self-employed workers. Of the 170,000 workers in the sector, 12,000 are directly employed, 50,000 are active as formally self-employed and 80,000 are working as self-employed without personnel.

◆ This is also the case for Spain where in 2007, 46.5% of construction companies had no employees, whereas 25.8% had between one and two employees.

On the contrary, in some member states the number of employees is far greater:

◆ This is the case for Belgium where there were 208,754 employees and 56,312 self-employed workers in 2007. The amount of employees is thus 4 times higher.

◆ UK: 50% of the workers in the construction industry are employees and 50% are self-employed in 2007.

◆ Italy: 1,915,000 workers of which 1,191,000 employees and 723,000 self-employed (1st quarter of 2008).

◆ In France, in December 2007, there were 364,324 self-employed and 1,766,800 direct employees in the construction sector. Thus self-employed represent 20,6% of the total number.

Between these two opposite tendencies, there is the intermediate position of U.K where the number of self-employed and direct employees in the construction sector is almost perfectly balanced. Indeed, by 2007, there were just over 700,000 self-employed and just under 700,000 direct employees in the construction sector.

In Poland, there were 994,000 workers in the construction sector in 2006, of which, 189,000 were self-employed workers and 101,000 were “own-account workers”. According to the trade unions, however, some 50% of those employed are self-employed and are working on the basis of an agreement for performance of specific tasks/mandate agreements.

Accurate official figures and statistics on the rate of bogus self-employment in the construction industry are scarce. Some average figures can however be worked out:

In France, in 2007, 9.7% of the companies inspected in the construction industry were charged with a violation of the law and 4% of these offences were linked to status abuse. In the U.K., the surveys indicate a round figure of 400,000 bogus self-
employed, being one of the countries most confronted with bogus self-employment. In Sweden, according to the trade union representatives, 25 % of the total number of self-employed workers in the construction sector could be bogus self-employed. In Ireland, 10 years ago, there were 70,000 self-employed in the construction sector out of which 12,000 were bogus self-employed. In Germany it is estimated that for one regular job in the construction sector there is one other on the black labour market. In the Netherlands, 10 % of the total number of persons working in the Construction Industry is considered as Dutch bogus-self-employed people. As far as the number of foreign bogus self-employed is concerned, the statistics provided by the social partners differ considerably. Bouwend Nederland (the Employers organizations) asserts that 98 % of the foreign self-employed without personnel operate as bogus self-employed. FNV (Netherlands Trade Union Confederation) asserts that out of 80 % self-employed workers from Central European Countries, 37 % can be considered as bogus self-employed.

But how many of these people are now migrant workers? In most of the countries, there are no figures available as is the case for Belgium, Spain, Italy, Romania, Poland and France. Some other countries provide estimates. In the U.K., there were only 100,000 non nationals in the construction sector in 2006, a number increasing in the last years (for 2008 the figure seems to be around 300,000). In the Netherlands it is estimated that 80 % of the self-employed workers are migrant workers, mainly due to their low tariffs. In Sweden, almost all the self-employed workers are migrants and in Ireland, a study showed that one out of six workers in the labour force is of foreign nationality.
It has already been mentioned above that the free movement of services is considered as one of the causes for the increase in bogus self-employment. Due to the binary divide between employed and self-employed persons in an international context problems may arise with regard to the question as to whether the competent national authorities have the right to challenge the classification provided by the legislation and the competent authorities of other Member States. With respect to social security, the Court of Justice ruled that an individual’s insurance status should be defined in accordance with the social security legislation of the Member State in whose territory the insured person is actually working, and that criteria linked to labour laws should be disregarded47.

As a consequence of the above, and even after the ECJ’s decisions in Hervein and De Jaeck, the competent national authorities have often disregarded the social security E 101 forms issued by the authorities of other Member States, especially when these forms classify the insured person as self-employed, whereas the nature of their activities would or could have made them subject to the national social security scheme for employees if the national law in their country had been applied. After the decisions of the Court of Justice in the Fitzwilliam48, Banks49 and Herbosch Kiere50 cases, it is clear that this opinion is not correct. The labour judge of a Member State is not authorised to determine the validity and authenticity of a certificate issued by the competent institution of the posting Member State in accordance with Article 11(1)(a) of Regulation 574/72.

In the aftermath of the Court of Justice’s Fitzwilliam and Banks decisions, concern was expressed by the authorities regarding the difficulties of reviewing and supervising the contents of E101 forms delivered by other Member States.

The Court of Justice ruled that, so long as an E 101 certificate has not been withdrawn or declared invalid by the authorities of the Member State which issued it, the certificate binds the competent institutions and the courts of the Member State in which the workers are posted. Consequently, a court of a Member State where these workers are hosted is not entitled to assess the validity of an E 101 certificate with regard to the bases on which such a certificate was issued, in particular the existence of a direct relationship between a business established in a Member State and the workers which it has posted to another Member State, during the period of their posting.

This ruling has sparked a lot of criticism. It is said that the ECJ has made the E101 certificate virtually inviolable and thus has rendered national authorities almost powerless to act against fraudulent postings to their country. Indeed, the authorities of the receiving State, whether social security institutions or the judiciary, are no longer in a position to

---

47 Case C-221/95 Hervein and Hervillier v INASTI [1997] ECR I-609;
49 Case C-178/97 Banks v. Théâtre royal de la Monnaie [2000] ECR I-205; see also case C-3/98 Schacht and others.
50 Case C-2/05 (Herbosch Kiere).
check whether the substantive posting conditions are met.

At the end of the day, this situation leads to a lot of irritation and frustration among national institutions and inspection services. Distrust and suspicion among Member States is an ongoing condition.

This is heightened by the fact that the quality of E101 forms received by the national authorities continues to pose problems. A good deal of forms are incomplete or contain deletions, even with regard to essential information (i.e. identification of the person concerned, relevant article of the Regulation, duration etc.).

This almost absolute indication that the legislation behind the E-101 form as applied is also the correct one, together with the inapplicable escape clause - in case of doubts concerning the correct application of the posting provision, the dispute must be discussed before the Administrative Commission for Migrant Workers and eventually be brought before the Court of Justice - has led to a situation, where the means of control on behalf of the receiving state are undermined. They have to rely completely on positive cooperation with the inspection services in the sending state. The E-101 form therefore loses its role as an instrument by which the application of the posting provisions can be verified. The receiving member state is therefore subordinate to the opinion of the sending state. This situation is however also in line with the case law of the Court of Justice on free movement of services according to which a posted worker is subject to the labour conditions of the sending state. As they do not intend to join the national labour market of the receiving state, they cannot be seen as and brought into line with the local workers’ status and consequently both the labour conditions and the labour laws of the state where they are working do not apply to them. so on as one applies the principle of origin. In this respect, posted workers might be treated differently to workers in the receiving state. The labour laws of the latter country may only be applied, if there is a possible impediment to the free movement of services, if it is justified by reason of general interest and, more in particular, if the principle of proportionality is respected. For all these reasons it is recommended that further cooperation between states be set up perhaps by developing a European instrument designed to combat social fraud.

The binary divide between the self-employed and employees forms the building blocks for the national labour and social security systems and define the benefits and advantages for the persons concerned. Traditionally, employed persons enjoy more rights than the self-employed. The labour rights concern rules regarding wage and salary protection (working time, minimum remunerations, manner and place of payment), terms and conditions of employment, the working schedule (limits on working hours, rest periods, Sunday rest, breaks), rules on social records, supplementary pensions, interim work, additional social advantages, the continuation of payment of remuneration by the employer during sick leave, the protection against dismissal, annual and special leave (medical leave, maternity leave, etc.) paid by the employer, as well as representation in labour committees, etc.

An additional problem is that the voice of these self-employed people may not be heard and does not play an important role, contrary to employees who through the worker’s committees of the company are in a position to negotiate on working conditions. Employers are therefore not obliged to bargain with the trade unions with regard to self-employed people.

Traditionally, the self-employed have to pay fewer contributions and are less protected by social security measures. The difference in terms of social security protection varies from state to state, leading to a so-called “social gap” as in Poland, Spain, Romania, Italy and the Netherlands. In the Netherlands for example the self-employed workers do not have any benefit in case of sickness and incapacity for work nor unemployment benefits. In addition, in 2004, insurance against the inability to work for the self-employed was abolished. This means that they have to arrange their own insurance coverage. Although self-employed persons have the same rights as employed people to an old-age pension (as the law on old-age pensions is applicable to everybody who lives in the Netherlands), their protection may be more limited as the self-employed are not allowed to contribute to collective pension funds and are thus totally dependent on their insurance funds. They have the opportunity of supplementing the insurance provided by the industry sector within which they perform their activity. This voluntary continuation
has recently been extended up to ten years, so afterwards, they must find their own solutions. Practice shows however that only very few self-employed without personnel take advantage of this opportunity (2 %).

In Romania, the indemnities received are often small since self-employed workers tend not to declare the whole amount of money received.

As social security contributions are limited to a minimum in Poland, self-employed are only entitled to a minimum retirement pension and a minimum sickness benefit. In U.K., the social protection of self-employed workers is also less comprehensive, as they have no right to sick pay, no rights to child care, parental leave or to additional earnings related state pension.

But it should be pointed out that many member states have managed to improve the social coverage of self-employed workers as is the case in Belgium, Ireland and France. The case of France is noticeable since both statuses have converged considerably over the years.

In 2006, the RSI (social regime for the self-employed) was created. This regime guarantees a retirement pension (with the affiliation to a complementary pension being compulsory), sickness and maternity benefits and collects the social contributions of the self-employed. Moreover, this regime is compulsory for self-employed persons in the construction sector\(^{52}\). Self-employed persons must compulsorily pay for their own social contributions according to their professional income. If the professional income does not exceed a certain amount (4,534 EUR for 2008) then the self-employed person is exempted from social contributions.

All this led commentators to conclude that as far as social costs and benefits are concerned, self-employed do not have specific advantages compared to employees.

Finally, one can also remark that in Sweden and Ireland, self-employed persons are entitled to unemployment allowances, benefits that are typically reserved for employed persons.

But these additional protections are also envisaged in some cases in relation to applicable tax regimes. Although the self-employed have to pay VAT, which they can deduct, the self-employed profit from certain advantages which lead to the payment of less income tax, as for example deductions, allowances for start up costs, etc.

\(^{52}\) More generally, the coverage for the self-employed is mandatory in France.
Self-employment in a triangle relation

A growing point of concern and an element that is held responsible for the creation of much bogus-self-employment is the increase in the number of “male fide” intermediaries, employment agencies which to a large extent are involved in arranging work assignments for the self-employed.

The growing use of outsourcing and subcontracting, poses the difficult question of the employer’s control in situations of triangular employment relationships. Here, we are dealing with workers, employed by an enterprise as a provider that performs work for a third party, the user. The basic difficulty these people are faced with, is to find out who their employer is and as such what rights they have and who is responsible for them53. Quite often, in triangular employment relationships both interlocutors perform some of the functions of the traditional employer, leading to difficulties in defining who the actual employer is.

Establishing the difference between outsourcing, subcontracting, temporary personnel and the condition often forbidden by national laws of providing personnel at the disposal of third parties is a complicated issue. In international relations this problem is even more complicated, as quite often foreign interim agencies are involved in the posting of employees, who are hired by these agencies to be put at the disposal of a user abroad.

As these foreign agencies only have to stick to the rules of their country of origin and can perform activities in a hosting state without major administrative complications, this has led to an increase in the recourse to (male fide) agencies. As foreign intermediaries are not legal subjects according to Swedish law, it is difficult to take action against them. A Dutch report shows that approx. half of the most important companies hire employees via employment agencies (bona fide or male fide), another 10 % via subcontractors and 3 % as posted workers. Working with male-fide intermediaries has led to different forms of fraud. Agencies located in other European countries have organised vast fraudulent systems using both self-employed workers and workers posted temporarily abroad.

Today the role of the gang masters still exists and is also taken over by these male fide illegal intermediaries or agencies who play a significant role in hiring employees in the new-EU-countries. Some countries have taken action, attempting to prevent construction companies from changing into intermediaries. Polish construction companies that delegate their employees for assignments abroad have to employ workers in Poland as well and only up to 50 % of the employed workforce can be sent abroad at the same time.

Abuse of the status of self-employment (causes, consequences, forms of abuse)

Different causes are indicated for bogus self-employment.

In Belgium, the new legislation on Employment relationships is considered as an example of dubious legislation as the criteria for deciding whether there is an employment relationship are considered too vague. In the Netherlands as well as Belgium the free movement of services is mentioned as one of the causes for this increase in bogus self-employment. Other factors are: for the employees: the need to be an individual, the desire to work according to one’s own perspectives and expectations, fiscal advantages, etc.; for the employers: to make use of production factors in a more efficient way, the need for flexibility and lower salary costs. The Netherlands mention that the government has introduced provisions that stimulate persons who obtain social security benefits to choose independent entrepreneurship, as they want to diminish the number of people that rely on social security benefits. In Sweden and in the Netherlands, fiscal stimulation measures are also viewed as a reason.

Reduction/lower costs (labour, social security and taxes) are quite often considered as one of the main reasons (Romania, Spain, Ireland, UK, Poland...). Except for Sweden - where there are no extra costs or benefits for a company in terms of tax and social security payments when engaging a self-employed worker as opposed to a direct employee - in the other members states, hiring a self-employed person costs less money to the company/the employer than hiring an employee. In Ireland, companies save 10.75 % when hiring a self-employed worker instead of an employee. In the UK, engagers of self-employed pay no national insurance, whereas the engagers of direct employees pay 12 %. It has been estimated however that the true cost differential ranges between 35 and 50 %.

In addition, in the Netherlands, if the self-employed person is unable to work, the employer does not run any financial risk. In fact, according to the Civil Code, an employer is obliged to continue salary payments for up to a maximum of 2 years for sick employees. In the Netherlands however certain organisations claim that lower costs are not responsible for the increase in the number of the self-employed with personnel (which are quite often bogus-self-employed people), and do believe that the self-employed without personnel are paid by the principal the same, if not a higher, hourly tariff.
Assessment of prevention and combating measures and sanctions

In the first place, several mechanisms have been introduced that should prevent different forms of bogus self-employment. In Belgium the LIMOSA-system (general obligation to notify every form of employment to the authorities) is a means of prevention in particular for reducing bogus self-employment as a result of the application of the free movement of services.

In the Netherlands, in 2004, the Temporary Employment Agency sector together with the trade unions set up the SNCU (Foundation for the compliance with the Collective Bargaining Agreement for Temporary Workers) that investigates possible infringements of the Collective Labour Agreement on Temporary work and where necessary presents the case before the Courts.

Trade unions have established a contact point where one can report any abuse and infringements of temporary work (the Association of international employment agencies).

In Italy, greater coordination between social security administration, tax administration and police has been encouraged. Through the so-called “libro unico”, inspections proceedings were made easier and the so-called DURC helped reduce the phenomenon of bogus self-employment (by requiring a document certifying the regularity of a business’s contributions).

In Spain, the most efficient tool was the passing of an Act in 2007 which regulates the status of self-employment.

In order to combat the phenomenon of bogus self-employment, several countries (Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Italy, Spain, Sweden,...) have introduced measures that impose severe penalties in case of bogus self-employment which include criminal sanctions.

In Belgium, the worker is requalified as an employee, which implies total compliance with the current labour laws: wage claims, holiday pay and resignation remuneration, etc. Moreover, social security contributions (from employer and employee) are increased with a 10 % surcharge and 7 % interests which will be claimed retroactively. The employer may receive a jail sentence ranging from 8 days to 3 months.

In France a person risks 3 years imprisonment. Additional penalties are also possible: debarring of the business, the requisition of tools, machinery, goods, stocks; the publication of an announcement of the judgement, etc.

In Spain, risk management regulation infringements can be prosecuted and sentenced to an economic sanction ranging between 1.052,54 EUR and 30.050,61 EUR for a serious offence and between 30.052,62 and 601.012,10 EUR for a very serious offence. However, these sanctions are very rarely applied.

The sanctions might be high, but in order to be applied cases have to be brought, proven and won before the Court. This is quite often the problem. In Ireland it is reported
that hardly any case is successful. In Poland, bogus self-employment can only be brought to court by a self-employed person who claims they were forced to endorse this status. Checks cannot be performed by inspectors from the National Labour committee and only social insurance institutions or tax offices can assess the self-employed on social insurance contributions or taxes. And if for example a foreign legal person is condemned before the Court, there is often a problem in that national measures combating fraud are usually nationally tailored and are difficult to apply in an international context.

**Conclusion**

The phenomenon of different forms of bogus-self-employment is widespread at a European level and might endanger the actual social systems, including vocational and professional training. It is clear that further measures have to be taken at national and European level to combat the consequences of bogus-self-employment as social dumping etc... In particular there is a need for a well-developed framework and European tool to combat social fraud.
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